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FF
INALLY!  MYSTERY SOLVED. COL. CRUTCH WILLIAMS’
article in Paper Money, Vol. L, #274 ( July/August, 2011)
explained the origin of the “X” cuts on old checks and cur-
rency.  I had a lot of examples of the “Xs,” and I had even

tried to draw a conception of what the tool might look like.  I was
pleased to see the original bank hammer.  The more I thought about
it, the more I wanted one for myself.  It would make an ideal center-
piece for an exhibit about money destruction or banking hardware.
Internet searches of antique tools revealed none of the old hammers
for sale.

At last, seeing the pictures of the tool in Paper Money, its utility was obvi-
ous.  As banks and banking grew into a sizable industry, the volume of worn-out
currency increased.  As industrial wealth spread more widely, more bank customers
needed the convenience of bank checks in their transactions.  I had seen bank
records that indicated that the bank cashier was generally responsible for retiring
dirty and worn bank notes.  In the early days, he merely sat down and penned Xs
on the face of the notes individually.  Very early checks were so few in the commu-
nity that they were not even canceled.  Apparently, it became a burdensome job to
pen-cancel all the papers one at a time when the volume of business increased.

Only in fairly modern times has the public been accustomed to handling
pieces of paper that have money value.  The issue of what to do with such paper
when it had served its purpose did not much bother anybody until the late 18th
century.  Colonial and Continental Currency was redeemed, destroyed, replaced, or
became worthless without a lot of close accounting.  On the other hand, private
banks and account holders were more careful to maintain exact ledgers of their
transactions.
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The complex shape of the bank
canceling hammer cuts an “X”
without removing any paper.
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Some enterprising metal machinist produced a bank canceling hammer
in the 1830s.  At least, bank paper this early is found canceled by this method.
The bankers needed a way to mark the traditional “X” on notes and checks with-
out unduly defacing the paper, or without removing a piece from the whole.
The customer would have his checks returned in readable condition, yet non-
renegotiable.  The retired bank notes would no longer pass in transactions [see
below for an exception].

Bankers kept records of notes on hand, and of their location in the bank
(in the vault, in the teller’s drawer, etc.).  Notes in circulation, notes awaiting
signing, and accumulated worn-out notes were all columns in a typical ledger.
Naturally, the security of the worn-out notes was as important as the safekeeping
of the new notes.  One aspect of notes awaiting destruction was indelibly mark-
ing of the notes to destroy their utility.

Old bank records demonstrate that it was part of the cashier’s job
description to have charge of the circulation of bank notes.  He was the working
manager, reporting to the bank’s President and Board of Directors.  The cashier

made the decisions involving currency that was
too dirty or disreputable to put back into circu-
lation.  “X-ing” and “Crossing” were standard
verbs in that context.  The cashier would accu-
mulate “X”-canceled worn-out notes.  He would
count and bundle them, sorting them for the
bank’s bookkeeping purposes.  For example, five
dollar notes might be separated as to design, if
both an older and newer series were in use.
Once a number of notes were accumulated, the
cashier would present the “Xed” paper to the
Board.  Extant bank records show periodic
entries, such as, “cashier sent up crossed notes
$20,540.00…burnt.” The Directors of one bank
would re-count the notes, and personally witness
their burning in the boardroom stove.

The teller windows would take in counterfeit notes and notes from
failed banks from time to time.  Bankers would have occasions to mark counter-
feits to prevent their further circulation.  Hammer cancels, ink “Xs,” hole
punches and rubber stamped “Counterfeit” are often found on bank notes.
Eventually clearinghouse arrangements were made by banking associations.
Bank currency moving through the clearinghouse could also be marked as to its
status.  The Suffolk Bank in Boston canceled many bank notes with their promi-
nent rubber stamp.

Many counterfeit obsolete bank notes remain in collectors’ hands today.
Genuine notes were duly withdrawn, canceled and destroyed in the normal

A large ink “X” cancels this 1846
bank note.  Marking each note sep-
arately became a big job.

This back-lit $6 Continental
Currency note of 1777 shows the
large hole-cancel.
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course of business.  Bad notes confiscated by banks and legal authorities were
preserved as evidence.  A citizen stuck with bad paper might hold it in the hope
of passing it along to an unsuspecting person.  There might even be some vain
hope that the note would become “all right” with time…sort of like faith-heal-
ing.  Whatever the motivation, canceled counterfeits and bills of failed banks are
common in the hobby.

“Xing” of bank notes and checks grew to be a major task.  Anti-counter-
feiting and simply sensible security measures demanded retirement of whole
issues of paper at times.  Larger banks might have volumes of checks to cancel.
With a bank canceling hammer available, multiple items could be “Xed” with
one blow.

The Williams article directed me to the Lee Valley Tools, Inc. 
collection.  The curator, Kate Lewis, kindly provided me with 
additional images and measurements of their bank hammer 
example.  I had a number of checks and Obsolete Bank Notes
with the “X-cut” cancelations.  Obviously, a number of 
manufacturers offered bank hammers.  The cuts in old 
paper vary in size and shape.  There is even a report of 
a “Y” cut (perhaps a lumber marking hammer).  I had 
enough measurements from old documents to arrive 
at an average size X, which was close to the dimen-
sions of the Lee Valley example.

I made amateur full-size drawings and a 
wooden carving of the hammer that I wanted.  Most
of the local machine shops specialize in automotive 
work.  I discovered that one firm, Miller Metal 
Fabrication, Inc. was a full-service operation.  I 
believe that they could make any metal shape that 
the customer might want.  They display amazingly 
beautiful, almost sculptural objects that will presum-
ably become small components of huge machines.  
Nobody laughed at my crude drawings or my wood-
en carving.  They accepted my dimensions, photos 
and materials with an easy confidence.

Contrary to some opinions, American man-
ufacturing remains highly skilled.  Miller successfully
competes with China, utilizing technologically-
advanced machines and a “we can do anything” 
attitude.  Jeff Passwaters, Simon Sharp and Jason Potocki made it easy for me to
get my small job done.  Even considering all the computers and big-boy toys in
their shop, they retain the attitude of craftsmanship that is very much in the tra-
dition of the old craftsmen who made the antique bank canceling hammers by
more primitive methods.

This 1841 note from Bristol, PA has been
“crossed” twice with a bank hammer.

Many canceled
worn-out notes
were burned in
the boardroom
stove.
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Someone pen-canceled this Dover, Delaware counterfeit rather viciously.

This Wilmington, Delaware $3 has prominent green “counterfeit” stamps.

The Suffolk Bank in Boston evaluated and marked a lot of currency.
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Computer drafting software converted my figures into 3-dimensional
images.  We could watch a digital video showing the grinding sequence needed to
produce the shape out of a featureless block.  Software converted the drafted plan
into instructions for a milling machine, a Haas VF-4 CNC Vertical Machining
Center.  The operator mounted the requisite burs and cutters on the carousel of
the machine.  A block of steel was placed into the vise.  The shields were closed
around the operation, and the machine twisted and turned the steel block and
cutters, selecting, inserting and activating its own bits in order.  The end result
was a bank hammer.  For all the rotary grinding, the ultimate finest bits left very
few marks.

When I returned to pick up the finished work, I gave them some exam-
ples of hammer-canceled checks.  I disrupted their workday by showing some
bank note plates, local bank notes, vignette dies and a roller die.  They were
respectful of the craftsmanship of those former generations of metalworkers.

From a stockpile of quarter-sawn oak, I made a
handle for my new hammer head.  Having the thing in
my hand, I couldn’t wait to try it.  With experimenta-
tion, it was possible to make a few observations about
the tool:

The channels between the cutting edges appear
to serve to limit the penetration into a stack of paper.
This insures a good X will be cut, even if you have too
high a pile.

The prismatic cuts outside the angles of the X
are to facilitate sharpening.  You can file the edges
without interference from the body of the hammer.

The off-center, rather lightweight handle is not
suitable to use in actually hammering with the tool.  In
fact, at about 1.7 pounds, the whole tool is fairly light
in weight for hammering.  In my opinion, the bank
hammer is apparently more of a paper punch, made to
be hit with a sledge.  The handle serves to keep the
operator’s hand away from the action.

Another aspect of such a handle on a punch is

Craftsmen Jeff Passwaters, Simon
Sharp and Jason Potocki saw the
project through, and recognized
the skill of the older generations of
metalsmiths.

The large computerized machine
reproduced the design precisely.
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The machine changes its own bits.

The blank block of metal is moved as needed for grinding away metal at complex angles.
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to facilitate holding the punch perpendicular to the paper surface, insuring a full
cut, while not worrying about your fingers.  It is easy to rest the tool squarely on a
pile of paper while striking the flat end with a regular hammer.  By itself, it is diffi-
cult to swing the tool in an arc which will make a complete X cut in the pages.
Hitting at any angle less than 90 degrees will not work.  As mentioned, the handle
is behind the center of gravity of the steel head, which is not ideal for an accurate
swing.  I am convinced that the best use of the tool was to hold it in place, and hit
it with a heavy mallet.

Two of the original hammers show impact on the butt end.  This evidence
of their being struck is not clear, since they were used to drive nails at some point.
Use of a wooden mallet would not mark or mushroom the flat end of the bank
hammer in any case.

One old local bank used a cylinder of tree stump as a work surface.  This
chopped-up and Xed-up piece of wood has sadly been lost in bank mergers.
Having seen this artifact years ago, I made a chopping block of end-grain soft
wood.  Perhaps my hammer was not sufficiently sharp.  For sure, I resisted pound-
ing on it as hard as I could have.  The solid surface did not yield the expected con-
sistent cut.  For me, the bank hammer was more effective when papers were piled
on a softer surface.  Some bankers used a piece of lead as a work surface.

Bank canceling hammers were obviously used by a lot of banks.  Currency
and checks with the “X” cut are fairly common over a long period of time.  Rubber
stamps and paper gang-punches became commonplace in the 20th century.  Bank
hammers continued to be used until this time, and I have local “Xed” checks dated
from 1837 to 1912 among my small sample.  I thought that there should be more
of these tools around.

Experiments were done with a
chopping block, bank hammer
and heavy hammer blows.



A magazine article made passing mention of Carl Bolt, an antique tool
collector in Oroville, CA.  His museum is recognized as the largest documented
antique tool collection in the United States.  Although he does not have a bank
hammer, he referred me to The Hammer Museum in Haines, Alaska (www.ham-
mermuseum.org).  They retain an example close in size to the one at Lee Valley
Tools.  Their curator, Dave Pahl, informed me that a book had been written
about a bank robbery involving a bank hammer.  The author had contacted
them for information and images.
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Many different sizes and shapes of
cut cancelations are found on old
currency and checks.
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Amazon.com supplied the book within days, of course.  Gold Is the Key by
Thomas L. Aud was published by Braybree Publishing in 2012.  It details the story
of a bank robbery of the Jackson, Tennessee branch of the Union Bank in 1859.
The bank’s clerk/teller lived on the premises.  He was induced to open the bank
after hours, perhaps by an acquaintance.  The vault was opened, and the teller was
evidently writing in the bank’s checkbook when hit from behind.  He received sev-
eral blows over the head with the “check hammer belonging to the bank, weighing
five or six pounds.”  Another contemporary account refers to
the weapon as “a hammer used in the bank as a canceling
one.”  

The murderer took the time to steal only the larger
gold coins.  “Throwing aside the bills payable in Jackson,” he
took  only paper currency from distant banks,  such as
Knoxville.  The Nashville newspaper reported the stolen cur-
rency was from all the Tennessee banks, the Bank of the
United States, and from banks in Alabama and Mississippi.
An estimated $6,000.00 in gold and $11,000.00 in currency
was taken.  In 1985, city workers uncovered a cache of gold
coins all dating before the robbery.  Citizens descended on the
site, and it is not known how many coins were finally discov-
ered.  It is a reasonable assumption that this was part of the
stolen money.

Mr. Aud has made a great effort to bring together
everything known about the crime and its aftermath.  Many of
the players still have living relatives, and the book includes
regional genealogy and historical scene-setting perspectives.
Collectors can add it to their library under topics of obsolete
currency, bank history, financial crime, and gold coin hoards.

The Union Bank in Jackson, Tennessee was a branch
of the parent bank in Nashville.  Uniform printed notes were
filled in for the branch bank of issue.  Auction records and ref-
erences suggest that the Jackson notes are very scarce.  Paul
Garland’s book, Early Tennessee Banks, (1983) lists these
notes as 2-4 known.  Union Bank notes from other branches

Mechanical punches made bank
hammers obsolete.

A bloody bank hammer deco-
rates the cover of Mr. Aud’s book
about an 1859 Tennessee bank
robbery.
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Paul Garland illustrated this rare Jackson, Tennessee bank note that was contemporary with the 1859 robbery and murder.  The rob-
ber left the local currency in the vault and stole the out-of-town paper.

This $5 note of the Illinois & Michigan Canal Company was hit three times with a bank hammer.  Such canceled notes were the sub-
ject of legislative investigation that eventually tied the Governor of Illinois to the wrongdoing.

A Newport, Delaware Ten Dollar note has the typical hole cancelations found on many proof bank notes.
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are similarly scarce.  The murderer was cool enough to sort through the vault’s
contents.  Enough currency was stolen to prevent the bank from reopening the
next day, but the bank remained in business for several more years.

Lacking any scientific police work, the crime was not solved.  The gory
description of the teller’s injuries suggests the viciousness of the attack.  Having
a bank hammer in hand, I wondered if such a light tool could do that much
damage.  I contacted a forensic pathologist.

Dr. Lee Ann Grossberg graciously posted my questions on the Web bul-
letin board of the National Association of Medical Examiners.  I was amazed
that responses started coming in within two hours of the posting.  Drs. Kyle C.
Shaw, Brian Peterson, and Carl Parrott, among others, had interesting sugges-
tions, speculation and questions about the crime.

The pathologists were unanimous that the weight of the hammer was
sufficient to cause the catastrophic damage described in contemporary accounts
of the teller’s murder.  Where today the whole scene would be examined minute-
ly, we have to be satisfied with the few written accounts from 1859.  Thomas
Aud’s book follows the investigation of many suspects, but no individuals ever
went to trial.

Perhaps the accessory sledgehammer was the murder weapon, and might
still be described as “the check hammer belonging to the bank.” Perhaps bank
hammers came in heavier versions.  The only four originals that I have found so
far are almost identical.  Maybe the punch-form, like these, or a sledge-form
were alternate designs.  More of them will need to be found.

The contemporary descriptions of the murder mention that the hammer
weighed five or six pounds.  The bank hammers known to me weigh under two
pounds.  It seems to me that in 1859, few men would mistake five or six pounds
for less than two.  People were accustomed to dealing with bulk goods bought by
the pound.  They were familiar with hand tools.  If the old description is correct,
this is one reason to suspect that the form of the canceling hammer was com-
pletely different, or the weapon was actually the hammer used to strike the “X”
punch.

In an odd footnote to Mr. Aud's carefully researched history of the
Tennessee crime, the plot outline was used later, apparently as a blatant adver-
tisement for the Pinkerton Detective Agency. Famous "detective" Allan
Pinkerton published short stories of his cases.  He implied that they were true
accounts, but he fictionalized most of his story, “The Detective and the
Somnambulist” in 1875.  He relates only a few true details of the Jackson,
Tennessee murder, but embellishes it from his imagination.  One detail added in
this account, but not in the historical record, is the assertion that the murdered
Tennessee bank teller was clutching a $100 note from the Planters Bank of
Savannah Georgia.  This appears to be an effort to add a poignant detail to flesh
out the false tale.  

The pathologists were unanimous that the
weight o f the hammer was sufficient to  cause the
catastrophic damage described in contemporary

accounts o f the teller’s murder.
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Although Pinkerton and his detectives had no part in the Tennessee
bank hammer murder, the published story placed him in the central role.
Pinkerton comes to town incognito, and ultimately exposes the killer.  The
method of solving the crime is far-fetched.  Pinkerton arranges for the banking
room to be redecorated with blood spatters.  Bankers and customers open the
bank the next morning to find the blood-and-hair-crusted bank hammer back in
place on the floor.  The horrified townspeople circulate the news of this mysteri-
ous manifestation by the spirit world.  The killer becomes prostrated by fear and
guilt, and reveals himself.  Pinkerton digs up the loot in a spot known to have
been frequented by the criminal.  Pinkerton attests that the facts of his fictional
stories are true.  Modern authorities suspect that Pinkerton had somebody else
write his self-serving revisions of history.

Bank canceling hammers show up in other legal matters.  In the case
reports of the Supreme Court of Arkansas, Vol. 14, 1854, page 535, notes for the
Bank of Arkansas from the Batesville branch are entered into evidence.  The legal
question hinges on where the cancelation of the notes was performed.  It is
shown in court that the notes were canceled by the bank hammer at the main
branch at Little Rock, and not by the hammer at the Batesville bank.  Bank poli-
cy might have demanded different cancels for each branch, or the hammers dif-
fered because of minor observed details.

About 135 pages of testimony were entered into the Repo rts to  the
Illinois General Assembly, Vol. 1, 21st session, January 3, 1859.  At issue was the
“Illinois Canal Scandal.” The Illinois and Michigan Canal Company was
involved in malfeasance, favoritism, bribery, and profiteering.  The various swin-
dles went all the way to the top…eventually the Governor of Illinois was impli-
cated.  Much testimony was elicited from former Canal Company employees
about the fate of packages of canceled scrip notes.  Boxes of papers went missing.
A shoe box contained canceled scrip.  One box was sealed by pressing a “United
States Quarter” into the wax; this would not seem to be very secure, since the
wax could easily be replaced and stamped with another quarter.  Canal Company
notes were drawn on the Bank of Illinois at Chicago, and the offices were at
Lockport, Illinois.  As to the fate of canceled and un-canceled scrip and bank
hammers…Who saw what?  Who did what?  When was it done?  Much repeti-
tious questioning went on.

Former employees of Canal and Bank, such as Ezra Sherman were ques-
tioned.  He was shown some Company scrip notes.  Answer: “Yes, sir; there is the
bank’s canceling mark [pointing it out]….“That canceling hammer George
Smith & Co. has now.”   Question: “Had you a [special] canceling mark, or is it
common with banks?”  Answer:  “There was no other bank had one at the time.
That is the canceling hammer used at the bank, I think.”  Later, two bank ham-
mers were put into evidence.  Sherman demonstrated that one of the hammers
did not match the cuts on the notes.  Some of the other notes were cut using a
chisel to make a straight cut.  Sherman testified, “That is not canceled with a
canceling hammer.  That is canceled with a chisel, because it looks like my can-
celing.  It is a mere cross with a chisel.”  A witness was questioned about the rou-
tine use of a bank hammer.  In his experience, the cuts were made on lead, and
the witness demonstrated cutting papers on a sheet of lead.  

An Illinois and Michigan Canal Company employee was questioned
about $5,000 in scrip that went missing.  He was sure that the scrip that he saw
had all been canceled.  His expression was, “The hammer went through it.”  The
Bank of Illinois used one bank hammer for four years, 1836-1840 without sharp-
ening it.  A person experienced with the operation said that bank hammers of his
experience had a common shape, but some variation in size.  They were usually
made to order, since there was not sufficient call [for them] to warrant their
manufacture.  He refers to “Xing” packages of 25-50 checks with one strike on a
lead background.  A Canal employee said that he did not know who canceled
notes, whether at the Company office or at the Bank.  He said, “We had no ham-
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mer in the canal office when I left.”  However, he recognized a canceling mark
when shown a note, “almost like every bank uses.”

In 1859, the City of Detroit passed an ordinance that “the City
Treasurer shall, without delay, procure a proper canceling hammer, such as
ordinarily used by banking institutions, with which he shall immediately cut,
mark and cancel every order, due bill, warrant or other evidence of debt issued
by the City of Detroit…and hereafter…cancel the same with said canceling
hammer.” [Revised Ordinances, 1890, p. 442.] Presumably, the papers were
canceled only after the debts were paid.

Tool collectors’ organizations have been contacted.  So far, there has
been no feedback from newsletter postings.  It has been suggested that these
tools are mis-identified in collections.  Lumber grading and marking hammers
were designed to impress a design into end grain of a stack of lumber.  Some
bank hammers might be displayed as timber or lumber-markers.  Metal recy-
cling drives in two World Wars accounted for many obsolete machines, tools,
pots and pans.  I am told that many of America’s public water fountains, for
man or beast, went into the melting pot around 1918.  Maybe the bank cancel-
ing hammers were recycled after they became out dated.

Two original bank hammers are present in the huge hammer collection
of Scotty Fulton in Maysville, KY.  They are marked “Wade & Ford, New York”
and “William Mann, Philadelphia.”  Mr. Fulton was gracious to discuss specula-
tions about bank hammers with me.  He believes that there are more of the tools
around, but he agrees that they may be unidentified or mis-identified.

Cut cancelations are well-known to paper money collectors.  Everyone
knows of the holes and cuts made in proof obsolete currency notes and share
certificates.  Holes in the signature lines prevented the specimen notes from
being fraudulently signed and circulated.  Sometimes the pattern of holes would
spell out words such as “Specimen” or “Cancelled.”  In any case, tattered bank
notes, paid out checks or engravers’ proofs needed clear, permanent markings to
prevent unauthorized use.

Even cutting the bank notes with the bank hammer was not a complete-
ly foolproof security device.  Tool collector Bill Taggert took up my questions
with a great deal of interest.  He located an article from the New York Times
archives.  I am working on this data exactly 150 years, this week, from the time
of the old article, January 11, 1863:

“LOCAL INTELLIGENCE.; Arrest of an Alleged Money Swindler
for Passing Canceled New-Orleans Bank Bills.  AN INGENIOUS
METHOD OF ALTERATION.

“A most ingenious fraud in regard to New-Orleans Bank Notes, has

Notes similar to this New Orleans
$50 were looted when the Union
Army occupied Baton Rouge.
Hammer cuts were reportedly
“healed” for fraudulent purposes.
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been perpetrated by a money broker upon one of the most respectable
banking firms in Wall-street, under the following peculiar circumstances.
It is a shrewd swindle, and has created much talk among those who have
heard of it.  George D. Arthur & Co., of No. 34 Wall-street are the vic-
tims.”

The article describes a Joseph Levy, currency broker of Nassau Street
soliciting a quote from the Arthur Bank for notes of the Bank of New Orleans.

The banker’s offer was 90% of face value.  Levy received $450
for five New Orleans hundreds.  The Arthur firm sold the bills
at 95% to a company whose representative, Mr. Miller, was
about to travel to New Orleans on other business.  It continues:

“Upon Miller’s arrival in New-Orleans, he discov-
ered that the bills were entirely worthless, being the old
notes of the Bank of New-Orleans, which had long since
been canceled, and deposited with the State Auditor at
Baton Rouge.  The Bank having its securities filed with the
Auditor, upon which their circulation depends, is com-
pelled, in taking these securities up, to cancel their bills,
which is done by cross-cutting them on each of their cor-
ners and across their faces, by what is called a canceling
hammer, used by banks for this purpose.  They are thus
effectually destroyed for the purpose of circulation, and
become then the vouchers of the State Auditor for the pro-
tection of his department and the bank that its securities
have been canceled.  The notes thus bringing [being] in the
Auditor’s office, were stolen from it when our army [the
Union Army] took possession of Baton Rouge [April,
1862], and the manner the bills were afterward prepared
and patched, by those who got possession of them, for cir-
culation, is most curious and skillfully ingenious.  Pieces of

the most delicate imaginable tissue paper had been pasted over the backs
of them, and the edges of the cross cut carefully brought together and so
admirably united that the keenest eye, unless probably that of an
expert’s, could not detect the crosscuts upon the faces of the bills, and
most any one would be deceived by them, until by constant circulation
and handling, the tissue paper becomes worn out and breaks over the
cuts, permitting the edges to turn up.  Even then a person used only to
ordinarily handling money would take them without suspicion.  It is not
known what amount of these notes were taken from the Auditor’s office,
but it is supposed to be a very large quantity, and sent North, as specula-
tors going to New-Orleans would readily buy them, if such a firm as
Arthur & Co. could be deceived by them…

It appears that the Bank of New-Orleans some time since cautioned
the public against them, but it is quite probable that but few have seen
the notice, especially brokers and Southern dealers [in currency].

[Notice from the]  BANK OF NEW-ORLEANS, Sept. 3, 1862
[Reprinted in the Times article].

The public is hereby cautioned against receiving some of the old
notes of this Bank, registered and countersigned by the Auditor, canceled
by this Bank, and returned in January last to Baton Rouge, as one of the
said notes has been presented at the counter of this Bank, and payment
refused.  The notes can be easily recognized; they are cross-cut with a
hammer used in canceling the checks.

MORTIMER BELLY, Cashier.”

An 1866 patent illustrates a gang-
punch amusingly advertised as
eliminating the “jarring and noise
so unpleasant in a Banking Room.” 
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Notes from the Bank of New Orleans are not scarce, perhaps because of the
looting.  Their later Civil War issues are often hole-punched.  Louisiana banks
apparently had a reserve requirement to deposit securities with the Auditor in
Baton Rouge to underwrite the bank’s circulated currency.  When the securities
were reclaimed by the bank, appropriate amounts of canceled currency had to be
handed over to the Auditor.  It was the looted canceled currency in the Louisiana
State offices that turned up in the New York fraud.  Stephen Caldwell’s A Banking
History o f Louisiana, reprinted in 1977 by Grover Criswell, details the difficult
business climate in southern Louisiana under Union General Butler.  Under harsh
regulations most of the banks barely survived the War.  Many bankers struggled to
fulfill local obligations under martial law, while maintaining allegiance to the
Confederacy.  The banks were still complying with state regulations, even while
Baton Rouge was disputed territory.

A number of check canceling machines were patented, but no bank ham-
mers appear in patent searches.  Production-line check canceling rendered the old
hammers obsolete.  One machine in the form of a screw press was patented in 1866
(#00056498).  The patent schematic suggests that steel blades are tightened down
on a pile of paper, and then the spring-loaded central shaft is hit with a hammer to
make the cuts.  It is possible that various patterns of blades were available for cut-
ting different shapes.  An advertisement for this device states, ”Before this machine
was available, the cancellation of checks was very imperfectly done by the clumsy
canceling hammer, producing a very defective accomplishment of the purpose, and
a jarring and noise so unpleasant in a Banking Room, as well as the frequent tear-
ing and injury to the documents.  …One important improvement is the facility
with which the knives perforate any number of documents at one time…The form
of the puncture is of the usual style, designated as the square cross.”  (Price $66 in
1866.)

With this device, it certainly appears as though you still have to make a
“noise so unpleasant” by hitting the plunger with a hammer, but you also cut more
papers all at once.  The jarring and noise is less frequent, at least.

Now I can cancel checks with the best of ’em.  It’s a mild joke at my house
that we can cancel our checks before we present them, thus saving a lot of money.
For display, my polished up bank hammer looks better than the original.  It shows
off well with the wood cutting board, a heavy blacksmith hammer, and checks and
currency with inked and cut “Xs.”  Macerated and shredded modern currency, and
rubber-stamped checks complete the picture.

I am indebted to Col. Williams and to Paper Money for giving me the
opportunity to have this interesting experience.  Through the courtesy of the many
people credited above, I have learned about antique tools, metal machining, mur-
der, crime scene investigation, bank operations, and fraud.  I have had an absorbing
project in the name of reproducing a rare, forgotten old tool.  I have a nice coin
show exhibit ready, and now an article.  This is a good example of the unusual fun
that can result from the collecting impulse.
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Correspondence and conversations with the above-named individuals, who showed

interest and enthusiasm throughout.  They have my thanks.                     �
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